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HELLO ALL:

SPECIAL REPORT: ENVIRONMENTALIST CREDENTIALS OF TRUDEAU'S
MINISTERS & STAFF!

Since the 2015 election of a Liberal majority when Justin Trudeau became
Prime Minister, the energy sector has been under a steady attack by the
Canadian Liberal government.

Consider the cancellation of the proposed Enbridge Gateway Pipeline, Bill
C-48 (prohibiting the loading of oil tankers on the West Coast), Bill C-69
(the "anti-pipeline" bill), the cancellation of the Energy East pipeline (that
would have transported oil across Canada to New Brunswick), the
cancellation of the proposed Teck Frontier oil sands mine, Trudeau's
comments that the oil sands need to be phased out and the paltry
assistance package offered to the energy industry in the COVID "pandemic".

"Personnel is policy" goes the old saying (sometimes attributed to Reagan
White House staffer Scott Faulkner), and there are few more valuable lessons
for students of politics and government to learn.

In Action Alberta Newsletter #13 (March 26, 2019), we commented on how
deep the environmental movement was embedded in the Trudeau
government. At that time we noted that 43 "environmentalists" were in
senior positions in 22 federal departments. No wonder pipelines could not
get approved.

The publication, The Pipeline, has now done a current in-depth analysis of
the environmental movement in the Trudeau government. Special Report:
Environmentalist Credentials of Trudeau's Ministers & Staff THIS REPORT
WILL SHOCK YOU!! Please read it!

This work is invaluable. Knowing who is behind a politician is arguably
more important than knowing the politician. Staffers are the gatekeepers;
they control who their bosses are meeting, where they're going, what
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they control who their bosses are meeting, where they're going, what
they're reading. They brief office holders on contentious issues, advise them
on how particular votes will be interpreted in the press, and explain their
decisions to the media afterwards. Which is to say, knowing who they are
and what they care about is essential, because their experience and
interests directly effect policy. CANADA: WAKE UP - THIS IS VERY
SCARY!

In reviewing The Pipeline's analysis, we now count 61 environmentalists in
senior positions in the federal government! Please click here to see the
results: "Environmentalist Credentials of Ministers and their Staff"
However, we don't see many staffers with a business or energy
background! That is a bit odd, isn't it?

Robert J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta

OUR READERS' COMMENTS SECTION

1. From a Reader: An up-side-down flag is ‘the universal sign for distress.’
Perhaps all of Canada, but especially Alberta, should adopt this upside-down
Canadian Flag as our own symbol; perfectly showing Alberta’s frustration and
distress!

2. From a Reader: According to Susan Hearn, “CAPP and others like them are
now forced to valiantly play defence, rather than going on offence when the
environmental objections first arose almost 40 years ago.” Defence? No, CAPP
has long capitulated to the globalist hoax of man-made climate change and
thereby are complicit as far as the consequences for Alberta and Albertans.

3. From a Reader: I agree with many of the comments shown today that
CAPP is doing little to promote the energy industry. I think for years, as is
pointed out, the industry simply believed people couldn't be so foolish as to
not understand the importance of oil and gas to the economy, and indeed our
way of life. Then, when things started to turn against them, they just hunkered
down and tied to ride it out, hoping the environmentalists would just go away.
They didn't, and won't, and there needs to be a much larger push back. So far
our Provincial governments in Alberta have done little to help. They need to be
pointing out how important this industry is, and not only that but the incredible
inequity in how Alberta energy is treated compared to imported energy. I think
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inequity in how Alberta energy is treated compared to imported energy. I think
the "War room" was a good idea but was so bungled it lost all of the credibility
that it may have had almost immediately. No matter how you slice it I think the
best, and only path left, is to push for separation. And I think Jason Kenney is
not the Premier we need. He's proven too weak and too interested in the
diplomatic approach, which just isn't going to work.

4. From a Reader: For some reason your article by Susan Hearn hit a nerve. It
has been a sore point with me for a long time. With regards to CAPP, I couldn’t
agree more with Susan. Supposedly the voice for our oil and gas community,
CAPP is a non-entity. CAPP truly represents a very select few large oil and gas
companies, but does NOT represent the majority of oil and gas companies in
Canada. Most companies, including ours, are far better represented by the
Explorers and Producers Association of Canada (EPAC). CAPP has failed
miserably in my opinion. Cody Battershill of Canada Action (with a budget
orders of magnitude less than CAPP) has done more for our industry as a one
man show than CAPP has ever dreamed of even coming close too.

5. From a Reader: I would like to call the article by Ms.Susan Hearn a wake up
'Alberta' warning, but from where I stand the Energy sector in our province is
all but close to the end. The lukewarm fight put up by the Oil industry against
the well funded anti-energy fanatics like May, the Quebec Bloc bloke and of
course the foreign funded anti-TAR sands groups proves the Alberta Energy
industry has an uphill battle and right now it does not look promising, unless
the Canadian youth and future up coming leaders pull their heads out of the
anti-energy SAND and see what the potential this country is loosing, all
because the Energy sector here did not see it coming. Oil will be part of this
world for many many more decades. Only the naive think otherwise.
Unfortunately our present leaders are following the lead of these fanatics to the
slaughter.

ADDITIONAL READING/ VIEWING

In closing, here is additional information on the problems we are facing and the
need for us to take remedial action immediately to right our sinking ship.

1. JACK M. MINTZ: HOW ABOUT SOME PUBLIC-SECTOR SACRIFICE
TOO? Click here

2. ANDREW POTTER: WHO SPEAKS FOR CANADA? NOT TRUDEAU, AND
MAYBE NO ONE AT ALL! Click here
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MAYBE NO ONE AT ALL! Click here

3. DOES A SECURITY COUNCIL SEAT EVEN MATTER NOW? Click here

4. WORLD TO CANADA: YOU'RE RAISING YOUR CARBON TAX DURING A
GLOBAL PANDEMIC? Click here

5. PETER FOSTER: MARK CARNEY AND MICHAEL BLOOMBERG'S
'SUSTAINABLE' SCHEME TO DISMANTLE CANADA'S ECONOMY Click
here

ACTION ALBERTA - WHO WE ARE

We are a group of deeply concerned, unpaid Alberta resident volunteers. Our
work is intended to educate, inform and motivate all Canadians to be visible
and vocal regarding the unequal, unfair and discriminatory treatment of Alberta
by our Federal Government. Alberta’s energy sector is the most important
driver of the Canadian economy and its health directly impacts the standard of
living of every Canadian. Unfortunately, that is not happening under our current
Federal government!

Please share this email with your contacts so we can turn this unfair,
inequitable, unjustifiable travesty around for the good of all Canadians. If you
would like to submit information or articles, please send them to me.

Thank you for ALL of your support and interest!

Robert (Bob) J. Iverach, Q.C. 
Calgary, Alberta 
biverach@mac.com

Ken Wilson 
Calgary, Alberta 
kenfwilson@icloud.com

Rick Shannon 
Calgary, Alberta

Neil Bowker 
Edmonton, Alberta
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Edmonton, Alberta

If you wish to receive our emails, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Subscribe".

If you do not wish to receive them, please email biverach@mac.com stating
"Unsubscribe", but only if you really mean it!!

If you are an elected representative of any level of Government, you have a
fiduciary responsibility and a moral obligation to hear constituent voices about
the problems facing Canada and the Canadian energy and
equalization/transfer payment crisis.

NOTE: Our website disclaimer applies to all our Action Alberta activities.
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